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Abstract Polymer flooding is a popular enhanced oil

recovery method because of its impact on improvement of

sweep efficiency. Polymers are non-Newtonian fluids with

different behavior at different flow rates. At high shear rate,

they reveal shear-thinning behavior, which is the apparent

viscosity reduction by increasing shear rate. However,

higher shear rate let them become dilatant. Consequently,

an increase in shear rate contributes to increase in apparent

viscosity and thus decreases the well injectivity of polymer.

Hydraulic fracturing reduces mechanical shearing in the

vicinity of the wellbore and plays an important role in

feasibility of polymer flooding scenarios due to injectivity

enhancement and lowering shear rate. A three-dimensional

simulator was used to construct a synthetic model of the

reservoir with no-flow boundary condition. Results show

that induced hydraulic fractures improve recovery factor of

homogeneous and heterogeneous reservoirs due to an

increase in injectivity of polymer flooding, although in

vertically heterogeneous reservoirs, induced fractures are

not very effective. The results also show that the induced

fractures are more successful in reservoirs with viscous oil.

Keywords Induced fractures � Polymer flooding � Well

injectivity � Shear thickening

Introduction

Without a shadow of a doubt, global energy demand is

increasing annually and enhancing oil recovery (EOR) from

mature reservoirs is of crucial importance. Waterflooding is a

popular technique to increase recovery in a candidate oil

reservoir; afterward, chemical EOR is a reasonable option to

increase recovery further. Polymer flooding is a favorable

chemical EOR method due to its impact on sweep efficiency

(Standnes and Skjevrak 2014). Vertical heterogeneity may

cause incomplete sweep through waterflooding, and polymer

fluid is used to drive waterwithin bypassed regions (Needham

and Doe 1987). Generally, polymers are responsible for water

increasing viscosity and reduction in its relative permeability

(Sheng et al. 2015). Therefore, injection of a high-viscosity

polymeric fluid leads to mobility ratio improvement, viscous

fingering reduction and consequently increasing areal sweep

efficiency (Pye 1964; Sandiford 1964).

A challenging problem through polymer flooding is the

impact of shear rate on viscosity of polymeric fluid that is

undoubtedly of concern for injectivity issues. At high shear

rate, it reveals shear-thinning behavior (i.e., apparent vis-

cosity reduction by increasing shear rate). However, higher

shear rate leads to become dilatant; consequently, an

increase in shear rate contributes to increase in the apparent

viscosity (Chauveteau 1982).

Many investigators studied shear-thinning and shear-

thickening behavior of two types of applicable polymer in

chemical EOR operations, which are categorized into

synthetic polymers (partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide,

HPAM) and biopolymers (xanthan gum). As polymeric

fluid flows in porous media at high velocities, HPAM

molecules do not have adequate time to become compatible

with the flow (Delshad et al. 2008); consequently, the

apparent viscosity increases and will be seen as shear-
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thickening behavior. At low velocities, both xanthan and

HPAM show shear-thinning behavior (Cannella et al. 1988;

Seright 2010) and fluid viscosity decreases as a result of

velocity or shear rate increase. For mean and high veloci-

ties, xanthan still has shear thinning (Seright 2010), while

HPAM viscosity increases with velocity, leading to shear

rate increase that is called shear thickening (Hirasaki and

Pope 1974; Masuda et al. 1992; Smith 1970).

Injectivity declines with respect to time due to the fact

that viscosity of polymeric fluid changes during flooding

process. There are a couple of mitigation actions to prevent

injectivity declines including alteration of injection rate,

polymer solution concentration or fracturing injection

(Glasbergen et al. 2015). Injection under fracturing con-

dition is a useful action that initiates polymer flood above

formation parting pressure (FPP), which creates induced

fractures contributing to injectivity increment. Calculations

of injectivity for both below and above FFP were studied

by Prasad Saripalli et al. (1999) and Rousseau et al. (2007).

In some field projects under polymer flooding, it was

observed that actual polymer injectivity was higher than that

of the expected one, even higher than water injectivity (Al-

saadi et al. 2012; Morel et al. 2012). A likely reason is that

injection pressure greater than the formation fracturing pres-

surewould bemore possible during polymer flooding (Seright

2010), and consequently, induced fractures are generated and

propagated during polymer flooding (van den Hoek et al.

2009). Fracture size and direction have an important effect on

waterflooding and enhancement of oil recovery (Chaban et al.

2009; Gadde and Sharma 2001; Van den Hoek 2004; van den

Hoek et al. 2009), especially for those reservoirs containing

multilayered formations (Lee et al. 2011).

Induced hydraulic fractures are essential to be investi-

gated in order to improve the feasibility of polymer

flooding processes due to increasing injectivity and low-

ering shear rate. Therefore, in this study, the effect of

induced fractures on injectivity of polymer injection wells

using two different homogeneous and heterogeneous

reservoir models is investigated. Firstly, the simulation

model is briefly discussed. Then, the results of different

scenarios are described. The impact of hydraulic fracture is

completely presented in detail for homogeneous and

heterogeneous reservoirs through areal and vertical

heterogeneities. Afterward, the effect of induced hydraulic

fractures on polymer flooding recovery factor is studied for

two reservoirs having high- and low-viscosity oil types.

Model description

A three-dimensional simulator was used to construct a syn-

thetic model of the reservoir with no-flow boundary condi-

tions. Water production from aquifer is negligible. A

sensitivity analysis was conducted, and optimum number of

the grids in x and y directions determined to reduce numer-

ical dispersion. In addition, a logarithmic gridding has been

usedwhich enables tracking fluid flow around thewellsmore

accurately. Permeability values in the heterogeneous model

have been allocated randomly ranging from 1 to 20 md.

Figure 1a, b shows areal and vertical heterogeneous models.

Fig. 1 Static models,

a permeability differences in

areal heterogeneous model,

b permeability differences in

vertically heterogeneous model.

c A simple schematic for the

gridding algorithm, location of

wells and fracture dimension

and orientation
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Table 1 shows the common properties of all models. It

also presents properties of induced fracture. Table 2 shows

permeability characteristics of the heterogeneous model.

Figure 1c is a simple schematic for the fracture dimensions

and its direction with respect to the main flow line where

the fracture is modeled explicitly (discrete fractures). The

permeability of fracture is assumed to be identical in all

directions. In reality, fracture properties may change due to

stress, particle clogging, operational problems, etc., which

can be implemented in a complex simulation approach.

This paper compares performance of induced fracture

based on average values. Therefore, fracture properties are

assumed to be constant.

Viscosities of reservoir fluid and polymeric solution at

different pressures and polymer concentrations are shown

in Fig. 2a, b, respectively. In this work, assume that the

reservoir fluid is dead oil, and during pressure reduction, no

gas will be released from oil. Figure 3 illustrates polymer

viscosity versus time at different injection rates at which

increasing shear rate (i.e., flow rate) increases the viscosity

of the polymeric solution. Hershel–Buckley model has

been used to relate viscosity of the polymeric solution to its

shear rate. As it is shown in Eq. 1, by setting suitable cal-

ibration parameters, it is possible to make the polymeric

fluid behave as a shear-thickening fluid (Mullineux 2008).

y ¼ yo þ K _yn ð1Þ

where yo is the yield stress of the polymeric solution, K is

the consistency index, and n is the flow behavior index. For

n\ 1, the fluid is shear thinning, whereas for n[ 1, the

fluid is shear thickening. If n = 1 and yo = 0, this model is

reduced to the Newtonian fluid. Also if y\ yo, the model

behaves as solid. Here n is defined to be 1.414 so that fluid

behaves as a shear-thickening fluid.

Table 1 Main reservoir and fracture properties

Porosity (-) 0.09 Fracture porosity (-) 0.4

Number of grids in X direction 25 Fracture permeability (d) 20

Number of grids in Y direction 25 Height of induced fracture (ft) 100

Number of grids in Z direction 2 Half-length of induced fracture (ft) 290

Simulation approach Black oil Width of induced fracture (ft) 0.07

Initial pressure (psia) 4000 Water viscosity (cp) at 4000 psia 0.8

Well diameter (ft.) 0.583 Rock compressibility (1/psia) at 4000 psia 4 9 10-6

Initial formation volume factor (bbl/STB) 1.2175 Pay zone height (ft) 100

Table 2 Heterogeneous model permeability description

Average horizontal permeability (md) 10.420

Average vertical permeability (md) 3.438

Standard deviation of horizontal permeability (md) 5.754

Lowest horizontal permeability (md) 1

Highest horizontal permeability (md) 20
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Results and discussion

High polymer viscosity decreases well injectivity and

postpones oil recovery. As Eq. 2 indicates, well injectivity

is defined as the ratio of the injection rate and pressure

difference between well and reservoir (Van Wingen 1949).

Injectivity index ¼ Qi

DP
ð2Þ

where Qi is the injection rate and DP is the pressure drop

between injector and average reservoir pressure.

As Fig. 3 shows, the shear-thickening behavior of

polymers during injection increases the polymer viscosity

by increasing injection rate.

Homogeneous reservoir

The model has been simulated at different polymer con-

centrations to compare non-fractured and fractured wells

by assuming well injection rate of 400 STBD and maxi-

mum bottom-hole pressure (BHP) of 6700 psia. At first, the

effect of induced fractures in a low permeable homoge-

neous reservoir is investigated. Horizontal and vertical

permeabilities are assumed to be 10 and 3 md, respec-

tively. As can be seen from Fig. 4, when there is no frac-

ture around well, optimized recovery factor (i.e., 73%) is

obtained at polymer concentration of 0.6 lb/STB. With

induced fracture, recovery factor increases up to 75% at

polymer concentration of 1.0 lb/STB. Thus, it can be stated

that the presence of fracture would increase recovery factor

more than 2.45% since more viscous polymer could be

injected. Fracture injectivity improvement factor (FIIF), in

this case, is more than 0.86. Here, FIIF is defined as

follows:

FIIF ¼
RFopc

� �
fracturedwell

�RFwfnon�fractured well

RFopc

� �
non�fracturedwell

�RFwfnon�fractured well

 !

� 1

ð3Þ

where opc stands for optimum polymer concentration and

wf stands for waterflooding or injection without any

polymer concentration. Hence, FIIF indicates that

hydraulic fractures could improve the effect of polymer

flooding on increasing oil recovery factor around 86%

compared to polymer flooding from a non-fractured well

in this homogeneous reservoir. It was observed that at a

constant injection rate, increasing polymer concentration

up to the optimized one would increase oil recovery

factor. After increasing polymer viscosity, well injectivity

and recovery factor reduce because of additional pressure

drop near the wellbore. In fact, when the viscosity of

injecting fluid increases, the differential pressure required

to keep injection rate constant increases. However, when

an induced fracture is propagated around the well, both

optimized polymer concentration and recovery factor

increase.

As it can be seen from Fig. 4, the presence of induced

fracture increases recovery factor in all polymer concen-

trations. It indicates that at high polymer concentrations

(more than its optimum value), injection well cannot be

performed at its objective rate and its bottom-hole pressure

reaches to its maximum possible value. While the effect of

polymer degradation has been neglected, induced fracture

can only increase the recovery factor by lowering differ-

ential pressure required to inject at a constant rate. Figure 5

compares recovery factor and well injectivity of injection

well for non-fractured and fractured well versus time at the

optimized polymer concentration. This figure shows that

fracture increases both oil recovery factor and well injec-

tivity index.

Areal heterogeneous reservoir

In this part of paper, the effect of fracture on recovery

factor of a reservoir with areal heterogeneity and average

horizontal permeability of 10.42 md with standard devia-

tion of 5.75 md (Table 2) is investigated. As Fig. 6 shows,

in a heterogeneous reservoir with a non-fractured well for

polymer concentration of 0.30 lb/stb, maximum recovery

factor is 0.67. The reservoir recovery factor increases to

0.73 for polymer concentration of 0.8 lb/stb in the presence

of the fracture. In fact, fracture increases recovery factor of

the heterogeneous reservoir by 5.72% by improving the

well injectivity and the optimized polymer concentration. It

can be concluded that induced fractures in heterogeneous

reservoirs can be more effective than that in homogeneous

ones. Indeed, induced fractures improve FIIF more than

529%. It should be mentioned that it depends on the

properties of the zones where the injector well has been

drilled because well injectivity is dependent on the prop-

erties of the completed area.
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Figure 7 shows the effect of induced fracture on

recovery factor of the reservoir and its effect on well

injectivity index of the injection well in optimum polymer

concentrations of 0.3 lb/stb in the non-fractured case and

0.8 for induced fractured case. This figure shows that

induced fracture increases recovery factor of the reservoir

by increasing optimum polymer concentration. Also

induced hydraulically fracture increases well injectivity by

decreasing pressure difference between well bottom hole

and the reservoir.

Vertically heterogeneous reservoir

In reservoirs containing significant vertical heterogeneities,

polymeric fluid diminishes the bypassing of low-perme-

ability layers and improves vertical sweep efficiency. In

this case, an areal homogeneous but vertically heteroge-

neous reservoir (two layers) has been defined. Reservoir

horizontal permeabilities and layer thickness are assumed

to be 10, 100 md and 80, 20 ft, respectively. As Fig. 8

shows, polymer flooding enhances recovery factor from

0.58 up to more than 0.73 by lowering oil bypassing. It is
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because of high vertical heterogeneity and cross-flow in

high-permeability layer that reduces vertical sweep effi-

ciency in which polymer injection improves vertical sweep

efficiency. Polymer flooding efficiency, in this case, is over

15% that is much more than that of the vertically homo-

geneous case. However, because of problems in polymer

injectivity due to the high viscosity of polymeric solution,

proper injection criteria are hard to be continued. In the

non-fractured well, the maximum recovery factor is 0.724

at a polymer concentration of 0.8, but in fractured well, it

increases to more than 0.738 to an optimized polymer

concentration of 0.8 lb/stb. In more concentrated polymer

solutions, the recovery factor of the reservoir increases

slightly that shows that more polymer concentrations are

not economical. On the other hand, in cases where polymer

adsorption to rock surfaces is a great concern, induced

fracture makes it possible to inject with more concentra-

tions without any injection problems and reduces project

failure risk because of decreasing polymer concentration in

areas far from the injector well. Induced fractures in this

model do not play important role in increasing recovery

factor, since in highly vertical heterogeneous models,

usually wells do not suffer from low injectivity index

because of their connections to high permeable streaks and

layers. In fact, induced fractures can only improve FIIF by

14.3%. Nevertheless, induced fracture makes polymer

flooding less sensitive to polymer concentration and redu-

ces probability polymer flooding failure. Figure 9 shows

the effect of induced fracture on recovery factor of reser-

voir and injectivity index of the injection well for this

heterogeneous reservoir. Although the viscosity of polymer

does not increase significantly as a result of high injection

velocity, it significantly improves polymer flooding

efficiency.

Effect of viscosity and induced fracture

Reservoir fluid viscosity can affect the feasibility of poly-

mer flooding. Unfavorable mobility ratios in reservoirs

with moderate or high oil viscosities under water injection

methods are still an open challenge in the petroleum

industry (Zechner et al. 2015). In this section, a high-per-

meability reservoir (horizontal and vertical permeability of

60 and 10 md) with two high- and low-viscosity oil types

has been assumed. Effect of induced fracture on oil

recovery performance has been studied for both low- and

high-viscosity reservoir fluids. Figure 10 represents that

induced fracture has positive effect for the reservoir having

viscous oil, whereas, in low-viscosity case it is not effec-

tive or perhaps it may have even some negligible negative

effects.

Table 3 shows extremum of data presented in Fig. 10. It

is concluded that fracture can be more useful in reservoirs
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containing high-viscosity fluids because of challenges of

injection in reservoirs containing these kinds of fluids.

In this paper, constant induced fracture properties were

assumed. However, induced fracture initiation and propaga-

tion are a dynamic process, and several reservoir-related and

operational parameters can affect its properties and conse-

quently its performance. Coupling dynamic fracture initiation

and propagation and polymer injection performance can be

done with more details as a separate work. Main goal of this

study was to investigate and compare the effect of fixed

fracture (after initiation and propagation stage) on polymer

flooding efficiency in heterogeneous reservoirs (well injec-

tivity, recovery factor, etc.) as a basic study.

Conclusions

The effect of induced fractures on polymeric injectivity and

oil recovery of the specified reservoir was investigated.

Due to low injectivity index of polymer injection wells,

induced fractures are highly efficient in homogeneous

reservoirs. Based on the results of this study, the following

conclusions can be drawn.

• The favorable case for induced fractures is areal

heterogeneous reservoirs. In this case and for the

reservoir and fracture properties used in this paper, FIIF

process increased by more than 529%.

• In vertically heterogeneous reservoirs, the impact of

induced fractures on polymer flooding efficiency (FIIF)

is about 14.3%. Although high permeable streaks and

layers improve injectivity index, this injection wells

normally do not suffer from low injectivity problems.

However, induced fractures make polymer flooding

projects less sensitive to polymer injection problems

like reducing the polymer concentration due to polymer

adsorption on the rock surface and improving success

probability of polymer flooding.

• Induced fractures are more useful in high-viscosity oil

reservoirs. Induced fractures have negative effects on

recovery factor of reservoirs containing low-viscosity

fluids.
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